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PROLOGUE
A BRIEF MANIFESTATION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN’S
HONORABLE CHARACTER

Lincoln’s farewell address when, as Presidentelect, he bids farewell to his friends in Springfield,
Illinois, on February 11, 1861
My friends: no one, not in my situation, can appreciate my feeling
of sadness at this parting. To this place, and the kindness of these
people, I owe everything. Here I have lived a quarter of a century,
and have passed from a young to an old man. Here my children
have been born, and one is buried. I now leave, not knowing when
or whether I ever may return, with a task before me greater than that
which rested upon Washington. Without the assistance of that Divine
Being who ever attended him, I cannot succeed. With that assistance,
I cannot fail. Trusting in Him who can go with me, and remain with
you, and be everywhere for good, let us confidently hope that all will
yet be well. To His care commending you, as I hope in your prayers
you will commend me, I bid you an affectionate farewell.
Source: The Essential Lincoln
Edited by: Orville Vernon Lincoln
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Excerpts from Lincoln’s First Inaugural Address
March 4, 1861
Washington, DC

This speech had its origins in the back room of a store in
Springfield, Illinois. Abraham Lincoln, who lived in Springfield for
nearly 25 years, wrote the speech shortly before becoming America’s
sixteenth President. As President-elect, he took refuge from the
hordes of office seekers at his brother-in-law’s store in January 1861.
There he used just four references in his writing: Henry Clay’s 1850
Speech on compromise, Webster’s reply to Hayne, Andrew Jackson’s
proclamation against nullification, and the U.S. Constitution. The desk
Lincoln used has been preserved by the State of Illinois.
ii

Fellow-citizens of the United States:
• In compliance with a custom as old as the government itself,
I appear before you to address you briefly, and to take, in
your presences, the oath prescribed by the Constitution of
the United States, to be taken by the President “before he
enters on the execution of this office.”
• It is seventy-two years since the first inauguration of a
President under our national Constitution. During that
period fifteen different and greatly distinguished citizens,
have, in succession, administered the executive branch of the
government. They have conducted it through many perils;
and, generally, with great success. Yet, with all this scope for
[of] precedent, I now enter upon the same task for the brief
constitutional term of four years, under great and peculiar
difficulty. A disruption of the Federal Union, heretofore only
menaced, is now formidably attempted.
• I hold, that in contemplation of universal law, and of
the Constitution, the Union of these States is perpetual.
Perpetuity is implied, if not expressed, in the fundamental
law of all national governments. It is safe to assert that no
government proper, ever had a provision in its organic law
for its own termination. Continue to execute all the express
provisions of our national Constitution, and the Union will
endure forever — it being impossible to destroy it, except by
some action not provided for in the instrument itself.
• My countrymen, one and all, think calmly and well, upon
this whole subject. Nothing valuable can be lost by taking
time. If there be an object to hurry any of you, in hot haste,
to a step which you would never take deliberately, that object
will be frustrated by taking time; but no good object can
be frustrated by it. Such of you as are now dissatisfied still
iii

have the old Constitution unimpaired, and, on the sensitive
point, the laws of your own framing under it; while the
new administration will have no immediate power, if it
would, to change either. If it were admitted that you who
are dissatisfied, hold the right side in the dispute, there still
is no single good reason for precipitate action. Intelligence,
patriotism, Christianity, and a firm reliance on Him, who has
never yet forsaken this favored land, are still competent to
adjust, in the best way, all our present difficulty.
• In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow countrymen, and not in
mine, is the momentous issue of civil war. The government
will not assail you. You can have no conflict without being
yourselves the aggressors. You have no oath registered in
Heaven to destroy the government, while I shall have the
most solemn one to “preserve, protect, and defend it.”
• I am loath to close. We’re not enemies, but friends. We must
not be enemies. Though passion may have strained, it must
not break our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of
memory, stretching from every battle-field, and patriot grave,
to every living heart and hearth-stone, all over this broad
land, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again
touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our
nature.
Library of Congress
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Excerpts from some of President Lincoln’s Speeches
From: “Abraham Lincoln - Wisdom & Wit”
Edited by Louise Bachelder
The Peter Pauper Press - 1965

We Cannot Escape History
Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We and this administration
will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal significance can
spare one or another of us. The fiery trial through which we pass will light
us down, in honor or dishonor, to the latest generation…We – even we
here – hold the power and bear the responsibility. In giving freedom to
the slave, we assure freedom to the free – honorable alike in what we give and
what we preserve. We shall nobly save or meanly lose the last, best hope
of earth.
Source: From Annual Message to Congress
Date: December 1, 1862
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Slaves…Shall Be Free
And, by virtue of the power and for the purpose aforesaid, I do
order and declare that all persons held as slaves within said designated
States and parts of States, are, and henceforward shall be, free; and
that the Executive Government of the United States, including the
military and naval authorities thereof, will recognize and maintain
the freedom of said persons.
And I hereby enjoin upon the people so declared to be free, to
abstain from all violence, unless in necessary self-defense; and I
recommend to them, that in all cases, when allowed, they labor
faithfully for reasonable wages.
And I further declare and make known that such persons of
suitable condition will be received in the armed service of the United
States…
And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an act of justice,
warranted by the Constitution, upon military necessity, I invoke the
considerate favor of the Almighty God.
Source: Emancipation Proclamation, Washington, DC
Date: January 1, 1863
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With Malice Toward None
The Almighty has his own purposes… Fondly do we hope fervently do we pray – that mighty scourge of war may speedily pass
away. Yet, if God will that it continue, until all the wealth piled by
the bond-man’s two hundred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall
be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn with the lash, shall be
paid by another drawn with the sword, as was said three thousand
years ago, so still it must be said; “the judgements of the Lord, are
true and righteous altogether.”
With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in
the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the
work we are in; to bind up the nation’s wounds; to care for him who
shall have borne the battle, and for his widow and his orphan – to do
all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace, among
ourselves, and with all nations.
From Second Inaugural Address, Washington, DC
Date: March 4th, 1865
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Gettysburg Address

Lincoln’s address at the dedication of the
cemetery at Gettysburg
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this
continent a new nation, conceived in liberty and dedicated to the
proposition that all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that
nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure.
We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to
dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting place for those who
here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting
and proper that we should do this.
But, in larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate,
we cannot hallow this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here have consecrated it far above our poor power to add
or detract. The world will little note, nor long remember, what we say
here, but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living,
rather to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who
fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be
here dedicated to the great task remaining before us, that from these
honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they
gave the last full measure of devotion; that we here highly resolve
that these dead shall not have died in vain; that this nation, under
God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that government of the
people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.
Abraham Lincoln
Date: November 19th, 1863
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Grant’s successful campaigns in the west, including those at
Vicksburg and Chattanooga, leads the powers in Washington to
consider him for the Grade of Lieutenant-General of the Armies of
the United States. Grant’s stay in Washington for the presentation
of his commission proves him to be “homespun, unaffected, sincere,
and resolute” Lincoln later replies to a question: “I don’t know
General Grant’s plans, and I don’t want to know them. Thank God,
I’ve got a General at last!”

THE FIRST MEETING OF LINCOLN AND GRANT
By: Hamlin Garland
An account based on the testimony of eye-witnesses, Grant’s own
account, congressional reports, and other original documents.
Just as Grant’s success at Vicksburg had brought him to the
command of the armies in the West, so his superb campaign at
Chattanooga led to the thought that he was the one man in America
to command in the East. Rightly or wrongly, the feeling grew that
the leaders of movements in the East were insufficient. Grant was the
man. Make him commander-in-chief in place of Halleck.
Halleck professed entire willingness to be deposed in Grant’s
favor. He said: “I took it against my will and shall be most happy to
leave it as soon as another is designated to fill it . . . We have no time
to quibble and contend for pride of personal opinion. On this subject
there appears to be a better feeling among the offices of the West than
here.”
In general the demand was that Grant should lead the Army of
the Potomac against Lee. But a larger scheme was on foot. Washburne
introduced into Congress a bill reviving the grade of lieutenantgeneral, which had died with Washington, though General Scott
had borne it by brevet. To the ebullient patriots of the lower house
nothing was now too good for General Grant, and the bill was
received with applause. There was no concealment of their wishes.
ix

They recommended Grant by name for the honor.
Washburne took much pride in his early advocacy of Grant,
and called on his colleagues to witness whether his protégé had not
more than fulfilled all prophecies. “He has fought more battles and
won more victories than any man living. He has captured more
prisoners and taken more guns than any general of modern times.”
The bill passed the lower house by a vote of ninety-six to fifty-two,
and the Senate with but six dissenting votes. In the Senate, however,
the recommendation of Grant was stricken out, although it was
suggested that the President might appoint someone else to the new
rank instead of Grant.
But the President was impatient to put Grant into the high place.
He had himself had to plan battles and adjudicate between rival
commanders, in addition to his presidential duties, until he was worn
out. With a profound sigh of relief he signed the bill and nominated
General Grant to be the Lieutenant-General of the Armies of the
United States.
Grant was at Nashville when an order came from the Secretary of
War directing him to report in person to the War Department. His first
thought seems to have been of Sherman, and his next of McPherson.
On March 4, 1864, in a private letter, he wrote:
Dear Sherman: The bill reviving the grade of Lieutenant-General
in the army has become a law, and my name has been sent to the Senate
for the place. I now receive orders to report to Washington in person,
which indicates either a confirmation or a likelihood of confirmation.
I start in the morning to comply with the order; but I shall say very
distinctly on my arrival there, that I accept no appointment which
will require me to make that city my headquarters.
He arrived in Washington late in the afternoon, and went at once
to a hotel. As he modestly asked for a room the clerk loftily said, “I
have nothing but a room on the top floor.”
“Very well, that will do,” said Grant, registering his name.
The clerk gave one glance at the name, and nearly leaped over the
desk in his eagerness to place the best rooms in the house at Grant’s
disposal.
x

As Grant entered the dining-room, some one said, “Who is that
major-general?” His shoulder-straps had betrayed him. The inquiry
spread till some one recognized him. “Why, that is LieutenantGeneral Grant!”
A cry arose – “Grant – Grant – Grant!” The guests sprang to their
feet, wild with excitement. “Where is he?” “Which is he?”
Some one proposed three cheers for Grant, and when they were
given, Grant was forced to rise and bow, and then the crowd began to
surge toward him. He was unable to finish his dinner, and fled.
Accompanied by Senator Cameron of Pennsylvania, he went to
the White House to report to the President. Doubtless he would not
have gone had he known that the President was holding a reception,
for he was in his every-day uniform, which was considerably worn
and faded. The word had passed swiftly that Grant was in town
and that he would call upon the President; therefore the crowd was
denser than usual. They did not recognize him at first; but as the
news spread, a curious murmur arose, and those who stood beside
the President heard it and turned toward the door. As Grant entered, a hush
fell over the room. The crowd moved back, and left the two chief men of all
the nation facing each other.
Lincoln took Grant’s small hand heartily in his big clasp, and
said, “I’m glad to see you, General.”
It was an impressive meeting. There stood the supreme executive
of the nation and the chief of its armies – the one tall, gaunt, almost
formless, with wrinkled, warty face, and deep, sorrowful eyes; the
other compact, of good size, but looking small beside the tall President,
his demeanor modest, almost timid, but in the broad, square head
and in the close-clipped lips showing decision, resolution, and
unconquerable bravery. In some fateful way these two men, both
born in humble conditions, far from the aesthetic, the superfine, the
scholarly, now stood together – the rail-splitter and the prop-hauler.
In their hands was more power for good than any kings on earth
possessed. They came of the West, but they stood for the whole nation
and for the Union and for the rights of man. The striking together of
their hands in a compact to put down rebellion and free the blacks
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was perceived to be one of the supremest moments of our history.
For only an instant they stood there. Grant passed on into the
East Room, where the crowd flung itself upon him. He was cheered
wildly, and the room was jammed with people, crazy to touch his
hands. He was forced to stand on a sofa and show himself. He blushed
like a girl. The handshaking brought streams of perspiration from
his forehead and over his face. The hot room and the crowd and the
excitement swelled every vein in his brow, till he looked more like
a soldier fighting for his life than a hero in a drawing-room. There
was something delightfully diffident and fresh and unspoiled about
him, and words of surprise gave way to phrases of affection. He was
seen to be the plain man his friends claimed him to be: homespun,
unaffected, sincere, and resolute.
He was relieved at last by the approach of a messenger to call
him to Mrs. Lincoln’s side. With her he made a tour of the room,
followed by the President with a lady on his arm, Lincoln’s rugged
face beaming with amused interest in his new general-in-chief.
This ended Grant’s sufferings for the moment. The President, upon
reaching comparative privacy, said:
“I am to formally present you with your commission to-morrow
morning at ten o’clock. I know, General, your dread of speaking, so
I shall read what I have to say. It will only be four or five sentences. I
would like you to say something in reply which will soften the feeling
of jealousy among the officers and encourage the nation.”
At last the general escaped from the close air of the room, and as
he felt the cool wind on his face outside the White House, he wiped
the sweat from his brow, drew a long breath of relief, and said: “I
hope that ends the show business.”
There were solemnity and a marked formality in the presentation
of the commission. In the presence of his cabinet, the President rose
and stood facing General Grant, beside whom was his little son and
the members of his staff. From a slip of paper the President read these
words:
General Grant: The nation’s appreciation of what you have done,
and its reliance upon you for what remains to be done, in the existing
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great struggle, are now presented with this commission constituting
you Lieutenant-General in the Army of the United States. With this
high honor devolves upon you, also, a corresponding responsibility.
As the country herein trusts you, so under God, it will sustain you. I
scarcely need to add, that with what I here speak goes my own hearty
concurrence.
General Grant’s reply was equally simple, but his hands shook,
and he found some difficulty in controlling his voice.
“Mr. President: I accept the commission, with gratitude for the
high honor conferred. With the aid of the noble armies that have
fought in so many fields for our common country, it will be my
earnest endeavor not to disappoint your expectations. I feel the full
weight of the responsibilities now devolving upon me; and I know
that if they are met it will be due to those armies and, above all, to the
favor of that Providence which leads both nations and men.”
Returning to Nashville, he quickly made his dispositions. His own
command there, Sherman was to take; and McPherson, Sherman’s,
while Logan moved into McPherson’s command. These men Grant
felt that he could trust absolutely, and though disappointed rivals
complained severely, it made no difference. Promptly at the end of
his nine days he was back in Washington.
On the day of his return he held his first interview with Lincoln
alone. Lincoln said, in his half-humorous fashion: “I have never
professed to be a military man, nor to know how campaigns
should be conducted, and never wanted to interfere in them. But
procrastination on the part of generals, and the pressure of the people
at the North and of Congress, which is always with one, have forced
me into issuing a series of military orders. I don’t know but they were
all wrong, and I’m pretty certain some of them were. All I wanted, or
ever wanted, is some one to take the responsibility and act – and call
on me for all assistance needed. I pledge myself to use all the power
of government in rendering such assistance.” That was the substance
of the interview, Grant replying simply: “I will do the best I can, Mr.
President, with the means at hand.” He went straight to headquarters
at Culpeper, and the news papers delightedly quoted him as saying
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on his arrival: “There will be no grand review and no show business.”
Lincoln said later, in reply to a question: “I don’t know General
Grant’s plans, and I don’t want to know them. Thank God, I’ve got a
general at last!”
McClures Magazine Vol. IX August, 1897 pg. 892
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The Union Army under Lieutenant General Grant prevails with
recurrent victories resulting in the ultimate defeat of the Confederate
Army and the Confederacy.

The Culmination of the Civil war
and the Confederacy
During the second half of 1864, Grant tightened the noose around
Richmond and Petersburg and oversaw successful operations in
other theaters. Nowhere did Union forces suffer significant casualties
compared with those they imposed on the enemy – especially
when considered in light of their offensive missions and significant
accomplishments. By the end of 1864, Grant’s nationwide campaign
had succeeded in capturing Atlanta, Savannah, Mobile Harbor, and
the Shenandoah Valley; reelecting Lincoln; virtually destroying the
Army of Tennessee; and laying the groundwork for the final defeat
of Lee and the Confederacy.
From November 1864 until the following April, Lee, with his
unparalleled standing among Confederate leaders, appears to have
had the power to bring the war to a halt by simply resigning. Lee
must have realized he was in a hopeless near-siege situation, Lincoln’s
reelection ended hope for a political settlement, and Sherman was
running roughshod through the Deep South.
Nevertheless, Lee’s stature and standing were so great that his
resignation would have caused massive desertions and brought
virtually all the fighting to an end. Lee could have presented Davis
with a fait accompli, but he chose to carry on the war in the glorious
cavalier tradition and thereby caused the loss of thousands of lives
and the destruction of hundreds of millions of dollars worth of
southern property.
Source: Grant and Lee
By: Edward H. Bonekemper III Date: 2012
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Lieutenant-General Ulysses S. Grant
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The True History of Lincoln’s Assassination
The True History of Lincoln’s Assassination has been reviewed
by the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library Research Department.
Their assessment of the manuscript is that it is very well researched
and provides a variety of perspectives about Lincoln’s assassination
that researchers may utilize.
The text for the manuscript was gleaned from over 60 pertinent
sources that I sought after and researched over several years.
The numerous used book stores in the Washington, D.C. area
and the Library of Congress provided a mother lode of appropriate
articles.
The many primary source articles and the augmentation of
various perceptive and germane compositions by Lincoln scholars
combine to reinforce and dramatize the assassination and the ensuing
consequences.
Lincoln’s assassination was a tragedy that grieved our nation.
After defeating the Confederacy and looking forward to healing the
nation’s wounds, rehabilitating and planning new growth for our
country, at the young age of 56, he was assassinated. The country
realized the incessant struggle and sorrow that he endured to preserve
a government that provides freedom and dignity for its individuals.
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Author’s Notation
This work consists of edited text taken directly from
various sources. In some instances, the original material has
been abridged to avoid redundancy or nonessential passages.
The statements, as printed, have not been paraphrased, but condensed
– resulting in some revision of punctuation and capitalization.
The sequence of thought, grammar, and spelling are
unchanged from the original.
			

Michael Francis D’Amico
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PRIOR TO THE ASSASSINATION

A classmate of John Wilkes Booth at St.Timothy’s Hall in Catonsville,
Maryland, in the early 1850s, tells of 15 year old Booth’s grand aspirations
of world-wide and historical fame and his reckless and fatalistic attitude of
dire consequences. He also comments that John Wilkes was never a vicious
or bad-minded boy; that he was noble in mind, generous to a fault, and
honorable in all his actions.

JOHN WILKES BOOTH’S SCHOOLDAYS
By a Classmate - 1878
His schooldays and early views of life – His daily dreams
and constant study – His thoughts of greatness.
Some weeks ago the papers here took up the matter of the
“Assassination of Lincoln,” and the motives that had actuated John
Wilkes Booth in connection with it, and reading the theory given to
the public by John T. Ford, Mathews and others, I think a scrap from
his schooldays will show conclusively to everyone the real motive for
his action.
Mr. Ford says “Admiration of Brutus” and the fact that the public
had made assassination respectable by applauding the chief actor in
the play of Julius Caesar, was the main-spring of his action. I beg
leave to give my views on the subject, and relate some of his early life
in college, to prove what in my view, was the proper and only motive
he could have for the deed that has been a source of sorrow for the
whole country, and regretted by North and South alike as the most
uncalled-for and lamentable act in the whole civil war.
Mr. Ford’s idea bears some resemblance to the real one, yet, I am
sure Booth’s admiration of Brutus and love of tragedy was not the
governing cause.
It was a “name in history” he sought. A glorious career he thought
of by day, and dreamed of by night. He always said “he would make
his name remembered by succeeding generations.” – John had one of
the most lively and cheerful of dispositions; was kind, generous and
1

affectionate in his nature, with an admiration of his father and his
abilities that amounted almost to idolatry.
Our first meeting was in 1852, at St. Timothy’s Hall, Catonsville,
Baltimore county, Maryland. From the first we were friends and
companions, and “Billy Bowlegs” (Booth’s nickname), Morris Oram
and I were inseparable. John and I slept in cots side by side for two
years, and during that time we three were constantly together. If one
of us fell into disgrace and was kept in study to complete some task
(generally writing so many lines from Paradise Lost) the three would
soon accomplish it, and then off to our bush house in Reed’s woods,
adjoining the grounds of the Hall, and it was our delight to spend our
Wednesday and Saturday afternoon holidays in cooking chickens,
eggs and such things as a schoolboy could procure by “ways that are
dark.” We had cooking utensils, and a gun hooked from the armory
of the school, and each of us had a five-barrel Colt’s revolver, with
which we killed rabbits and birds that were very abundant in the
surrounding woods. We became very expert with the pistol, and
either of us could kill a rabbit running, and about once in three times
a partridge flying.
I have no doubt many of your readers will recollect the good times
they had at school, and ours were no exception. To see the three of
us in our bush castle and hear the boyish plans each would set forth
as their ideas of life and its duties, would have shown to anyone that
the problem of life was even then a serious thing, and with our boyish
knowledge fully considered.
In 1853 there occurred a “Rebellion” at St. Timothy’s Hall, caused
by the principal, Rev. L. Van Bockelen, depriving the whole school of
the Wednesday and Saturday afternoon holidays, because three or
four boys killed a lot of his chickens and did not eat them. They were
spoiled, and the boys tied them to a pole and marched around the
college in procession, finally leaving the pole resting on the ground
by the house with the upper end with the chickens on it resting
against the window of the housekeeper, Mrs. Bockelen, who was the
principal’s aunt. No one would tell who were the guilty ones, and
the whole school were made to suffer.
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Boyish Aspirations
Morris Oram always looked forward to the law as his profession,
and in stating his views for the future his ambition was to be a greater
orator than Daniel Webster, and a more profound lawyer than
Reverdy Johnson, while Booth thought only of being a man admired
by all people. He asserted that he would do something that would
hand his name down to posterity never to be forgotten, even after
he had been dead a thousand years. Booth and Oram had red clay
pipes, with reed stems about a yard long, and when they with their
pipes lay on the ground, these daily conversations were always in
order. Our opinions of the future were freely discussed. I recollect
when we asked Booth how he expected to acquire such greatness
and notoriety as he was constantly talking of. One of his answers
was: “Well, boys, I’ll tell you what I mean. You have read about the
Seven Wonders of the World? Well, we’ll take the Statue of Rhodes
for example. Suppose that statue was now standing, and I should by
some means overthrow it? My name would descend to posterity and
never be forgotten, for it would be in all the histories of the times,
and be read thousands of years after we are dead, and no matter how
smart and good men we may be, we would never get our names in so
many histories.” – On another occasion when the same subject was
discussed, I recollect he said, “I wish there was an arch or statue at the
mouth of the Mediterranean Sea across the Straits of Gibraltar, with
one side resting on the rock of Gibraltar and the other on an equally
prominent rock on the coast of Africa. I would leave everything
and never rest until I had devised some means to throw it over into
the sea. Then look out for history, English, French, Spanish, and all
Europe, Asia and Africa would resound with the name of John Booth.
I tell you it would be the greatest feat ever executed by one man.”
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Reckless of Consequences
While speaking, his whole soul appeared to contemplate with
satisfaction the future he had drawn.
Oram said, “Billy, suppose the falling statue took you down with
it, what good would all your glory then do you?”
His answer was: “I should die with the satisfaction of knowing I
had done something never before accomplished by any other man,
and something no other man would probably ever do.”
John Wilkes never was a vicious or bad-minded boy; on the
contrary, he was noble in mind, generous to a fault, and honorable in
all his actions. He loved the South – all his associates were from that
section. St. Timothy’s Hall was principally supported by scholars
from South of Mason and Dixon’s line, and believing I knew John
Wilkes Booth as well as any other person living I am led to but one
conclusion in regard to his taking the life of Abraham Lincoln, and
that is, first, his great desire to do some deed or accomplish some
act that had never been done by any other man, so that his name
might live in history. Second. Take his views on the condition of
the country at that time, with his whole heart in sympathy with
the South, and I firmly believe that he thought if he killed Lincoln
the result would be a complete change in the position of affairs; the
South would gain her independence, and that independence would
be secured by his single arm raised at this critical moment, and that
he would be regarded as the Washington of the South and the Savior
of his country. He persuaded himself that he would be successful –
escape into Virginia, and the whole country South, men, women and
children, would rise to defend and hide him from his enemies, and
finally he, when the freedom of the South had been secured, would be
regarded in a high, honorable light, a Patriot and Liberator. I believe
instead of following the Brutus idea his thoughts were rather after
Washington, Bolivar and Leonidas – but his great boyish aim would
be accomplished – “His name known in history, to live forever.” To
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arrive at this matter finally one must have known the true workings
of his mind. I am convinced he did not consider the enormity of his
act. He only recognized that one man stood in the way of his friends,
barred the way of Liberty to his beloved South, and by helping his
friends and, as he believed, ridding the country of a man that, as a
sectional candidate, should never have been President of the United
States.
A Marylander, New York., Dec. 3rd, 1878.
Source:“The Unlocked Book” 1938
By: Asia Booth Clarke

John Wilkes Booth
National Archives
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The Booth Brothers In A Performance of Julius Caesar
L to R: John Wilkes as Mark Anthony, Edwin as Brutus
and Junius Brutus as Julius Caesar
Winter Garden, New York, November 25, 1864
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FACES FROM THE PAST
The crowd began collecting early at the Winter Garden. All over
the city billboards proclaimed the evening’s benefit as one of the
great performances of the age, and lower Broadway had a holiday
air of excitement. Men were dying in the trenches in Petersburg,
Virginia; Sherman’s men, in the capital of Georgia, were lighting their
campfires with Confederate money; but in New York the three sons
of the great Booth were treading the boards together for the first time.
None of his young sons, it was felt, quite equaled Junius Brutus
Booth, the magnetic, stumpy-legged tragedian whose name was
enough to fill any theater in America even when he was a hopeless
drunk, his mind almost gone. When he died in 1852, Rufus Choate,
the Boston orator, had exclaimed: “What, Booth dead? Then there
are no more actors!” Yet in the twelve ensuing years the tragedian’s
sons had proved that there was hope for the American theater. Edwin
was now the rage of the East; Junius Brutus, Jr., of the West; and John
Wilkes the darling of the South but the performance of Julius Caesar
on November 25, 1864, at the Winter Garden was the first to join them
all on the same stage.
A long roll of applause greeted their entrance with the processing
in the first act: in a short toga, curly-haired John Wilkes, his mustache
shaved for the part, was a darkly handsome Mark Antony; Edwin,
slight in body compared to his two brothers, played Brutus; the stocky
Junius, looking for all the world like his father, appeared as Cassius.
The audience had just settled down to Act II when noises were heard
outside the theater — the sound of fire engines and a crowd — and
there was a fleeting moment of panic until Edwin stepped forward
and reassured them that there was no cause for alarm. The play went
on, and at its conclusion came a thunderous ovation, a succession of
curtain calls.
Drifting out of the theater, the crowd learned that the fire had been
one of many in the city that night, all part of a plot by Confederate
agents and sympathizers to burn New York. And at breakfast next
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morning the headlines set off a violent political fight among the
Booth brothers — Edwin and Junius strong in their support of the
President and the Union, John Wilkes arguing hotly that they would
live to see Lincoln king.
The performance of Julius Caesar had been their first joint
appearance, and it was their last. Less than five months later John
Wilkes Booth — driven by a demented desire for fame and a perverted
loyalty to the lost Confederate cause* — slipped into Ford’s Theater
in Washington, entered the President’s box, and fired a bullet into
his brain. He leapt to the stage, breaking a leg as he fell, hobbled out
through a stage door, and was swallowed up by the night. Abraham
Lincoln was carried across Tenth Street, to die in the back room of
a boarding house in the same bed which John Wilkes Booth had
occupied two weeks earlier, and after a twelve-day manhunt the
assassin was trapped in a barn and shot. Now the skeins of tragedy,
as dark and twisted as any Shakespeare contrived, enveloped the
entire Booth family.
Edwin swore that he would never appear on the stage again,
but in 1866 debts forced him to do so, and the announcement of his
return prompted the New York Herald to ask if he would play the
assassination of Caesar. An ugly mob turned out for his opening in
Hamlet, but the sight of the humble actor, his head bowed to his chest
as if in penance, did something to them, and they cheered him. In
March of 1867 the Winter Garden burned, and with it went Edwin’s
entire professional wardrobe, the most priceless possession an actor
had in those days. Soon he was working to build his own theater, a
project that consumed every penny he made or could borrow, and
in 1869 it opened. His triumph was short-lived; the following year
his wife lost a son at birth, and in the panic of 1873 Booth’s Theater
failed. On the heels of bankruptcy, his wife began to lose her mind.
Tangible memories of the family disaster were forced upon him.
For the sake of his aged mother, Edwin tried to reclaim the body
of John Wilkes, which had been dumped beneath the stone floor of
the arsenal in Washington, and one of Andrew Johnson’s last acts
as President was to permit the family to exhume and identify the
remains and re-inter them in the family plot. Edwin felt obliged to
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reimburse the Virginia farmer for the barn which had been burned at
his brother’s capture, and once he even had a request for free tickets
to a performance from Sergeant Boston Corbett, the man credited
with shooting John Wilkes.
The house of his sister Asia became a house of hate; she and her
husband were exiles in England, each despising the other for his
relationship to the crime, and Asia, like another sister Rosalie, finally
died of melancholia. Junius fell on hard times in the theater and retired
to the hotel business; his son Junius III, lost his mind and committed
suicide after killing his wife. The fiancé of Edwin’s daughter Edwina
went insane just before they were to be married, and the actor’s wife
died a raving maniac.
At the end only Edwin and a brother, Joseph, remained of Junius
Brutus Booth’s ten children. Edwin was not yet sixty when he died, but
his face and figure were those of an old, old man, weary of “this hell
of misery to which we have been doomed,” looking forward to death
as “the greatest boon the Almighty has granted us.” It came, at last, in
1893, but there was one final scene to be played out.
Ford’s Theater in Washington, confiscated after Lincoln’s
assassination, had been converted into a government office building.
On the same day, by a nearly incredible coincidence, at almost the
same hour that Edwin Booth’s coffin was being carried from the church
in New York to the “Dead March” from Saul, three floors of Ford’s
Theater collapsed, killing more than twenty people.
By: Richard M. Ketchum, American Heritage, October 1961
*The most justifiable theory of why John Wilkes Booth assassinated
Lincoln. (MFD)
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Edwin Booth finished a performance at the Boston Theatre on Friday, April
14. On Saturday morning he learned of the assassination of President
Lincoln at Ford’s Theatre the previous evening. Reviewing the newspaper’s
melodramatic account of the assassination, he knew beyond doubt, that his
brother, John Wilkes, was the assassin. He whispered “But…Johnny!”

Johnny
General Grant’s blue-coated soldiers surged into Richmond
on April 3, 1865, almost in the same hour that the gray-coated
Confederates galloped out of the city. On Palm Sunday six days later,
in a frame house on the edge of Appomattox, General Lee, wearing the
finest of his swords and a fresh uniform, faced the bluffly courteous
Grant, who had not dressed up for the occasion, and signed the
agreement surrendering his army.
It was as though one shout of joy rose from the North. A gigantic
spree began to the clashing of bells, the boom-boom of cannon,
the wail of whistles from factory roofs. Hundreds of thousands of
buildings flapped with red, white, and blue bunting. Offices were
slammed shut and homes left empty as people poured outside to join
in parades to the cockerel-tootling of “Yankee Doodle,” while drum
majors flourished their batons, boys turned cartwheels, and men
and women, drunk on free beer, reeled and whirled in red light of
bonfires.
Yet under-running all was the note of religious thankfulness. The
words were heard everywhere: “God be thanked”, “Thank God.”
Twenty thousand businessmen in New York bared their heads and
sang “Praise God from Whom all Blessing Flow,” and Trinity Church,
thronged to capacity, quivered with the soaring chant by the choir of
the Te Deum.
Edwin Booth was in his last week at the Boston Theater, staying
with Orlando Tompkins in Franklin Square. On Friday Night, April
14, he played Sir Edward Mortimer with William Warren as Adam
Winterton. Early Saturday morning his Negro dresser rushed into his
bedroom without waiting to be rung for and pushing a newspaper at
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him sobbed: “Oh, Massa Edwin, the President has been shot! And,
oh, Massa Edwin, I’m afraid Massa John has done it!”
Long afterward, speaking as though the very shaping of the
words hurt him, Booth confided to Joe Jefferson that when he was
told this news “it was just as if I was struck on the forehead with a
hammer.”
Yet he accepted the fact instantly, even though it was not yet
certain that John Wilkes was the guilty man. As Booth’s eyes raced
over the account of the lurid scene in Ford’s Theater, of how the
assassin leaped from the stage box and, flourishing a dagger,
shrieked, “Sic simper tyrannis!” He knew beyond doubt that it was
his brother—knew it, not from the sketchy description of the man’s
looks, but from the arrogance, the melodramatic devices of the leap,
the flourish and hurled defiance, the fanaticism behind the act. The
Booth blood had spoken. John Wilkes Booth—son of a father who
wept to see the sparrow fall, yet in his frenzy could stab to kill—had
shot the President. Edwin stood confounded. His brain refused what
his instinct recognized.
“But…Johnny!” he whispered.
Some months earlier in Philadelphia the loving Asia had asked
John in a low, anxious voice: “A man came here the other day for
Doctor Booth. What does that mean? I thought it was someone who
had known Joseph as a medical student.”
John said lightly: “I’m he, if to be a doctor means a dealer in
quinine.”
The Southern hospitals were desperate for quinine; there was
money and glory in smuggling it. Asia sat aghast. “You send it! How?”
“In horse collars and so forth.”
“You run the blockade?”
“Yes.”
“I knew now,” writes Asia, “that my hero was a spy, a blockaderunner, a rebel! I set the terrible words before my eyes, and knew
that each one meant death….I found myself trying to think with
less detestation of those two despicable characters in history, Major
André and Benedict Arnold.”
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Blockade-running was the least of it. What she did not know
was that her brother, living in a room in Washington at the National
Hotel, had been for nearly a year plotting the “capture” as he liked
to call it (the word sounded more heroic than “kidnapping”) of
President Lincoln, who was to be spirited away to Richmond and
then exchanged for Confederate prisoners, badly needed by the
South. The route must be traced in advance, all kinds of arrangements
made; and this was the reason for John’s comings and goings in an
atmosphere of thick hush-hush.
The others involved were Michael O’Laughlin and Sam Arnold,
second-rate young men who had been at school with him; David
Herold, a moronic boy of around twenty who loved to shoot partridges
and follow brass bands; George A. Atzerodt, German-born, once a
carriage maker, thickset and with a face like a monkey’s; and Lewis
Paine, a tough-looking deserter from the Confederates.
The conspirators’ meeting place was a boardinghouse on H Street
run by Mrs. Mary Surratt, a widow and “the real Secesh.” Her son
John was in on the plot. Only a motive that dared not show itself
to the light could have bound Wilkes Booth to men so drearily
unworthy of him. Asia once asked casually about O’Laughlin, whom
she remembered as his school friend.
John gave a quick start. “What possessed you to ask about him?
Forget his name.” On another, later visit he handed his sister with
a portentous air a sealed package to be opened “if anything should
happen to me.”
Junius saw John in Washington in February. He had always
thought of his younger brother, whom he much admired, as a born
leader, but now he changed his mind as he watched Johnny face in
the direction of beleaguered Richmond and with streaming cheeks
cry hysterically: “Virginia, Virginia!”
Their mother had sensed for some time that all was not well with
her favorite. She wrote to him uneasily; she was miserable lonely in
Edwin’s house with the others away so much. “I don’t think I am
much cared for….I never yet doubted your love and devotion to
me—in fact I always gave you praise for being the fondest of all my
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